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SUMMARY 

CORROSION OF STEEL IN CONCRETE 

Report to SKBF, 1982.10.14. 

Carolyn M. Preece 

Korrosionscentralen 

A comparative study has been made of those properties of Massiv and 

Standard cements which are considered to determine their ability to 

protect steel reinforcement from corroding. Saturated Massiv cement 

has a higher evaporable water content, but a significantly finer pore 

structure than has saturated Standard cement. This fine structure 

resulted in an electrical resistivity ten times higher and chloride 

diffusivity ten times lower than those of Standard cement. 

Electrochemical measurements have shown that the passive current 

density of steel in Massiv mortar is higher than that of steel in 

Standard mortar, but the higher current should lead to a more rapid 

decrease in potential to a level at which neither chloride attack or 

hydrogen evolution will occur. Whereas steel in Standard mortar was 

found to be highly susceptible to crevice corrosion, no such attack 

has been observed in Massiv mortar. Moreover, the initiation of chlo

ride induced corrosion and the subsequent rates of corrosion were 

both lower in Massiv mortar than in Standard mortar. 

Thus, it may be predicted that Massiv cement would provide greater 

protection for steel reinforcement in underground structures exposed 

to chloride containing ground water than would Standard cement. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A reinforced concrete storage system for radioactive waste material is 

planned for construction 50 m below the sea bed under a 10 m depth of 

water. The construction will, therefore, be exposed to salt water and 

will be in an anaerobic environment after a period of time. The purpose 

of this project, which was carried out over the six month period 

1981.11.01 - 1982.05.31, was to make a comparative study of those pro

perties of "Massiv" cement (a 65% blast furnace slag cement) a~d "Stan

dard" cement (an ordinary Portland cement) which are considered to de

termine the cement's ability to protect steel reinforcement from cor

roding. The properties investigated were electrical resistivity, chlo

ride ion diffusion rates, porosity and the electrochemical behaviour 

in various environments. 

It is not possible to predict the behaviour of "Massiv" cement from 

previo•1s studies of blast furnace slag (BFS) cements because of the 

inherent differences in slags obtained from different sources and the 

different quantities of slag in the cements. However, a survey of the 

studies that have been made of the corrosion of steel in BFS cements 

indicates little difference in the protective qualities of BFSC and OPC. 

OPC. Specifically, Ost and Monfore 1 concluded, on the basis of a vis

ual inspection of the surface of steel bars which had been embedded 

in either OPC or in BFSC for one year, that there was no noticable 
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difference between them. Fulton 2 also reported little difference in 

corrosion rates of steel in the two types of concrete if the concrete 

cover was less than 3.75 cm. However, for samples with larger cover, 

seven years' exposure to alternate cycles of drying and salt spray 

resulted in failure of only 18.7% of the BFSC samples compared with 

45.2% of OPC samples. In contrast, Tuutti 3 has found a lower Cl ion 

threshold for corrosion of steel in "Massiv" cement than in OPC which 

implies a shorter incubation period before corrosion is initiated. 

He also concluded that there were no differences in the subsequent 

corrosion rates of steel in the two cements. 

The relatively minor effects of the slag cement on the corrosion of 

embedded steel are somewhat surprising in view of the significantly 

finer structure which is thought to be characteristic of the slag 

cements 11 ·• However, good quality OPC itself provides excellent cor

rosion protection for steel and it is probable that the corrosion 

levels in the laboratory samples of both OPC and BFSC used in these 

studies were so low as to be visually indistinguishable in the nor

mal, short term laboratory experiments. The electrochemical technique 

used in the present project, on the other hand, is able to dis~inguish 

small differences in corrosion behaviour and has revealed significant 

differences between the two types of cement. 

PREPARATION OF SAMPLES 

Table I gives the composition and properties of each of the cements 

investigated, namely "Standard", an Ordinary Portland Cement and "Mas

siv", a cement containing 65% blast furnace slag and 35% OPC. For the 

electrical resistivity, chloride diffusion and porosity measurements, 

cement pastes with a water/cement (w/c) ratio of 0.5 were used. Elec

trochemical measurements were made on mortar samples with a water: 

cement:sand ratio of 0.50:1.00:3.00. The sand used was 0-4 mm quartz 

sand. 
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After mixing and casting, the samples were compacted by vibration and 

stored at 100% RH for 24-48 hrs. Their subsequent treatment is de

scribed in each section below. 

ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 

Many recent measurements of electrical resistivity of cement and con

crete have employed a.c. techniques because it is thought 5 - 7 that 

electrochemical polarization at the electrodes introduces an error 

into d.c. data. However, studies 8 of resistivities measured at dif

ferent frequencies and amplitudes indicate that, in fact, the current 

does not reach its stable level in cement or concrete within the pe

riod of the normally employed frequencies (50-1000 Hz). Consequently, 

a d.c. method was developed in collaboration with Inge Hansson at the 

Technical University of Denmark. In this technique, the steady state 

current, I, is determined as a function of applied voltage, V, and 

the resistance, R, is determined from the slope of the V/I plot. 

Two samples of "Massiv" paste and two of "Standard" paste were cast 

into 11 x 8 x 6 cm moulds and two 3 x 3 cm perforated steel elec

trodes, spot welded onto steel rods, as shown in Fig. 1, were .embed

ded approximately in the centre of the samples 1 cm apart. The samp

les were kept at 22°C and 100% RH and the resistivities were deter

mined periodically over a period of 210 days and are given in Fig. 2. 

Firstly, it should be noted that the resistivity of the "Massiv" 

cement is approximately an order of magnitude higher than that of 

the Standard cement. Secondly, the latter becomes almost constant 

after one month whereas the "Massiv" continues to increase in re

sistivity over the whole period investigated (seven months). After 

this period, the samples were sectioned and the electrodes examined 

to determine if there were any detectable corrosion. In neither case 

was there any observable attack of the electrodes. 
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TABLE I 

Composition and properties of "Massiv" and "Standard" cements 

Chemical Analysis Mass iv Standard 

Cao 47.5 % 63.7 % 

Si02 28.5 19.8 

A12o3 7.8 4.3 

Fe2o3 1.4 2.0 

MgO 6.9 3.6 

K2o 1.1 1.4 

Na 20 0.6 0.3 

total S: 1.7 S03: 3.5 

Loss on ignition 0.4 1.9 

Pb <5 mg/kg 7 mg/kg 

Cd <0.2 <0. 2 

Tl <1 <l 

Cr 45 45 

Cu 9 10 

Co 3 5 

Ni 7 10 

V <10 <10 

Zn 80 110 

Hg o.o4 0.05 

Strength, MPa 

7 day 21 19 

14 days 28 34 

28 days 35 41 

91 days 45 50 
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Fig. 1. Paste sample for resistivity measurements. Two mild steel 
electrodes, shown at left, are embedded in the cement block. 
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Fig. 2. The electrical resistivities of Massiv and Standard 
pastes at 22°c and 100% RH. 
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CHLORIDE DIFFUSION MEASUREMENTS 

Cement paste bars for diffusion measurements were cast into 4.5 cm~ 

tubes and kept under water for six weeks. Three slices of each cement, 

2 - 3 mm in thickness, were cut from the bars using a diamond cut-off 

wheel and were ground to give flat, parallel faces. The slices were 

then held with silicone glue between two cells as shown in Fig. 3. 

Both cells were filled with 22.5 ml saturated Ca(OH)2 solution and 

NaCl was added to one cell to give a 1 M solution. The cells were 

kept at room temperature and, periodically, 0.1 ml of solution was 

removed from the second cell and analysed using an Orion Model 96-17 

chloride electrode. Measurements were also made by spectrophoto-

metry but this technique proved to be less sensitive than the chlo

ride electrode at the lower chloride concentrations (<100 ppm). 

The experiment was repeated at 40°c and 50°C on five samples of each 

paste and the results are shown in Figs. 4-6. 

At all three temperatures, chloride was detected in the second cell 

of the "Standard" samples within the first 24 hours whereas there 

was a significant period before any detectable chloride concentra

tion was observed through the "Massiv" samples. At room temperature, 

this "incubation period" was almost two months. It is probable, 

therefore, that the chloride diffusing into the cement during this 

period is being chemically bound to the cement whereas there is much 

less chemical reaction between the chloride and the "Standard" cement. 

The "incubation period" is reduced to approx. 5 days at 40oC and 2-3 

days at 500C but it is still evident. 

The effective diffusion coefficients, D, determined according to Fick's 

1st. Law, were calculated from the slopes of the plots in Figs. 4-6 and 

are given in Table II. The values of log Dare plotted versus the reci

procal of the absolute temperature in Fig. 7. For the "Standard" paste 

the data can be considered linear and an activation energy of 40.8 
kJ/mole is obtained from the slope of the plot. This compares well with 

the value obtained by Page et al. 9 of 44.6 kJ/mole for OPC with w/c = 
0.50. The data for "Massiv", on the other hand, is not linear and suggests 

that more than one process is operative in this temperature range. This 
behaviour may be a result of a chemical binding, as suggested above. 
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Fig. 3. Chloride diffusion cell 
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TABLE II 

Effective diffusion coefficients, D, and activation energies, E, 

for chloride ions in different cement pastes and mortars. 

Material W/C D, 1013 m2 /s E, kJ/mole Ref. 

Mass iv paste 0.50 22 0.5-J.O present 
II II II 40 9.7-16.5 " 
II II II 50 12 - 18 " 

Standard paste II 22 22 - 44 II 

II II II 40 69 - 78 40.8 " 
II II II 50 72 - 350 " 

OPC paste II 7 18.6-22.3 9 
II II II 13.5 14.7-31.7 II 

II " II 25 40. 6-48. 2 44.6 II 

II II II 45 152 - 201 II 

BFSC paste II 25 4.1 II 

OPC mortar II 22 29.6 4 

BFSC mortar II 22 0.4 II 
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POROSITY AND PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

The higher resistivity and lower diffusion rates in "Massiv" cement 

suggest that it has a lower porosity and/or a finer pore distribu

tion than has "Standard" cement. In order to obtain some quantita

tive measure of these parameters, low temperature microcalorimetry 
l 0 measurements of the two cements have been made in collaboration 

with Dirch Bager at the Technical University of Denmark. In this 

technique, the heat flow resulting from freezing is measured during 

cooling the samples from o0 c down to -ss0 c. The lower freezing tem

peratures correspond to smaller pore sizes and an estimate of the 

total porosity can be made from the area under the curves shown in 

Fig. 8. 

The narrow peak at -4°c, particularly evident in the "Massiv" sai:iple, 

is attributed to "free" water on the surface or in large casting pores. 

The freezing of water in the structural pores of the cement pastes be-
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Fig. 8. The apparent heat capacities of Massiv and Standard 
pastes as a function of cooling temperatures. 

gins -s0 c in the "Standard" and -8°c in the "Mass iv". The pores re

sponsible for this freezing, which are essentially the largest structu

ral pores in the cement gel, have diameters of approximtely four times 

larger in "Standard" than in "Massiv". Two major differences iI1 the data 

for the two cements are (i) the heights of the peaks at -v-43°C and (ii) 

the total areas under the curves. The significantly larger low-tempera

ture peak in the "Massiv" cement indicates a very much higher density 

of fine pores (in the 20A range). The areas under the curves show that 

the "Massiv" has a greater evaporable water content than the "Standard". 

This was also shown by drying samples under vacuum at 92°C: the eva

porable water contents of "Massiv" and "Standard" pastes were found to 

be 0.339 and 0.279 g(water)/g(dry cement paste), resp. 

In Fig. 8, the figures at -10, -20, -35 and -55°C correspond to the cu

mulative amount of water that has frozen at that temperature in g(water)/ 

g(dry cement paste), the upper figures being the values for "Massiv" and 

the lower ones for "Standard". Thus, it is obvious that the excess water 

in the "Massiv" paste is present in the fine pore structure. It should 

also be noted that only 47% of the total evaporable water in "Massiv" 

and 32% of that in "Standard" is freezable. The remaining water is pre

sent in a form that does now allow it to freeze. 
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The higher free water content of the "Massiv" cement may be attribu

ted to the fact that the slag requires less water for hydration than 

does "Standard". The finer structure is probably due to the fact that 

because there are two different types of reactive particles in the o

riginal mix, there is a chemical driving force for the hydration reac-
1 l tions to take place throughout the space between the particles • 

In "Standard" cement, in which all the clinker particles have approxi

mately the same composition and chemical potential, there is no such 

driving force and the hydration will occur preferentially close to 

the clinker particles, leaving larger spaces (pores) between the hy

dration products. Thus, the average pore size in the "Standard" ce

ment is larger although the total pore volume is lower than in the 

"Massiv". Therefore, it may be concluded that, although there is 

little chemical difference in the two pastes, there is a significant 

difference in their physical structure. 

ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTIONS 

For an electrochemical reaction to occur (in the absence of an exter

nal source of electrical energy) there must be two half cell reac

tions: one capable of producing electrons (the anodic half cell re

action) and one capable of consuming electrons (the cathodic half 

cell reaction). Moreover, the rates of production and consumption 

must be equal or the reaction will cease. 

For steel embedded in concrete, the anodic half cell reactions of in

terests are 

Eq. la 

Eq. lb 

Fe -+ Fe ++ + 2e - Eq. le 

For good quality concrete in which the pore water typically has a pH 

~13.5, Eq. la is the principal reaction of interest. 
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The possible cathodic half cell reactions depend on the availability 

of o2 and on the pH. The most likely ones are: 

Eq. 2 

Eq. 3 

The possibility of these reactions occurring depends on the pH of 

the environment (in concrete, this is the pH of the pore water) 

and on the electrochemical potential, E, existing at the steel sur

face. One ea~ determine theoretically whether or not the reaction 

is thermodynamically possible but, unfortunately, one can only deter

mine their kinetics (the rate of corrosion) empirically. 

The values of E as a function of pH for which the above reactions 

are in equilibrium can be determined from the Nernst equations and 

plotted as in Fig. 9. 

At pH= 13.5, iron is in equilibrium with Fe3o4 at E = -1125 mV on the 

standard calomel electrode (SCE) scale (-881 mV on the standard hydro

gen electrode (SHE) scale). In order for corrosion to occur, the poten

tial at the steel surface must be more positive than this value and, 

in theory, the more positive the potential is than -1125 mV, the higher 

will be the corrosion rate. However, at high pH (>9) in the presence 

of o2 , iron forms a passive film on its surface. This film acts as a 

protective coating but is not completely protective. Thus, corrosion 

is not stopped but the rate of corrosion is significantly reduced. 

A second effect of this passive film is that there is no unique corro

sion potential: in aerated concrete, the potential of the steel may 
12a 

be anywhere from +186 to -644 mV SCE (+430 to -400 mV SHE) and the 

steel will still be passivated. The greater the supply of o2 , the 

higher the potential is likely to be within this range. The potential 

cannot increase to a value higher than the equilibrium potential 

(+186 mV SCE (Line (b) in Fig. 1)). Moreover, the rate of o2 reduction 

diminishes rapidly as this value is approached. 
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One can, thus, predict the following sequence of events when steel 

is embedded in concrete in the proposed project. 

1. The steel is cast into wet cement and rapidly develops a passive 

surface film due to the high pH of the pore water and the avail

ability of oxygen. The potential of the steel may lie anywhere 

between approx. +186 to -644 mV SCE: it may be stable or it may 

fluctuate with time. In the absence of aggressive factors such 

as carbonation or chloride ion attack, the corrosion current will 
-4 -3 2 

be low, probably of the order of 10 - 10 A/m (0.1-1.0 µm/yr). 

2. It should be noted that maintenance of the passive film requires 

both a high pH (>9) and access of oxygen. The greater the avail

ability of oxygen, the thicker will be the passive film and the 

higher (more positive) will be the corrosion potential, ER. 

3. When the concrete is buried below ground, the availability of oxy

gen will diminish and eventually all the oxygen existing in the 

concrete will be reduced by the (slow) corrosion reaction. 

4. When all the available oxygen has been consumed, the potential 

will drop to a level at which the passive film is not stable 

(ie < -644 mV SCE) and the film itself will be reduced, leaving 

the bare steel in an "active" state. The corrosion rate in this 

active state will be determined by (a) the potential ER, (b) 

the diffusion rates of reactants and corrosion products in the 

concrete and (c) the electrical resistivity of the concrete. 
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5. In the absence of oxygen, the cathodic reaction (whose rate must 

be equal to the anodic (corrosion) rate) is the evolution of hy

drogen. The value of ER determines the maximum thermodynamically 

possible hydrogen pressure that can be built up before the corro

sion reaction is halted. ~ also determines how much the corro

sion reaction is polarized and, therefore, the rate of corrosion. 

These two factors effectively work in opposition to each other. 

Thus, if the iron dissolution reaction is strongly polarized 

(~ high), the initial corrosion reaction is rapid but the allow

able hydrogen pressure is very low and, when this pressure is 

reached, both reactions (hydrogen evolution and iron corrosion) 

will stop. If, on the other hand, the polarization is small 

(ER ~E°Fe) the reaction rates will be extremely low and the 

allowable hydrogen pressures, although much higher, will take a 

correspondingly long time to build up. It should also be noted 

that the hydrogen pressures can only build up if the hydrogen is 

developed faster than it can diffuse away through the concrete 

system. 

6. The lowest possible value of the potential at pH 13.5 is -1125 mV 

SCE (-881 mV SHE). At this potential, iron is in equilibrium with 

Fe3o4 and is not corroding and, therefore, there can be no hydrogen 

evolution. In practise, the potential will lie at a value greater 

than this and the higher its value, the lower the possible hydrogen 

pressures according to the equation: 

E = -0.059 pH - 0.0295 log P 
Hz 

7. In practise, there have been very few electrochemical measurements 

of steel in concrete kept under anaerobic conditions. However, 

those that have been made13 - 15 indicate that the available oxygen 

in the concrete will be consumed over a period of 6 months to 2 

years. The lowest reported value of E under these conditions is 
R 

-994 mV SCE (-750 mV SHE) at which the maximum possible pressure 
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of hydrogen would be 0.03 atm. This potential was obtained after 

the structure had been in an anaerobic environment for nearly two 

years and it is possible that lower values could be reached over 

long periods. It should be emphasised, however, that the lower 

the potential, the slower is the corrosion rate and the easier 

it is for the hydrogen to diffuse away before any substantial 

hydrogen pressure can develop. 

EXPERIMENTAL ELECTROCHEMICAL MEASL'REME~'TS 

Determination of polarization curves is a standard and very common 

procedure in the study of corrosion of metals but has not been widely 

used for steel in concrete because of the experimental difficulties 

involved with (a) the very low current densities (b) the "IR drops" 

due to electrical resistance of the concrete and (c) the long ex

perimental times required. However, such curves can give an estimate 

of both the actual corrosion rates occurring at the time of the ex

periment and an idea of how the corrosion rate will change if the 

corrosion potential, ER, changes due to, for example, environmental 

changes. The curves can be readily explained with reference to Fig. 

10 which is a schematic representation of the electrochemical reac

tion rates. 

In Fig. 10 the equilibrium potentials for reactions la, 2 and 3 are 

given as E°Fe, Eg and E0H, respectively. At equilibrium in an 

aerated solution of high pH, the potential will attain that value 

at which the cathodic current due to oxygen reduction is equal to 

the anodic current due to iron dissolution or oxidation (ERFe/o) 

and the corresponding corrosion rate will be iRFe/o•In deaerated 

solutions, on the other hand, the corrosion potential, E I and RFe H 
corrosion current i / will attain lower values, as shown, correRFe H 
spending to the values at which the rate of hydrogen evolution 

is equal to that of iron dissolution. 

Because of the large range of current values often involved, the cur

ves are usually plotted on a semilogarithmic scale with anodic and 

cathodic currents plotted in the same direction, as illustrated in 

Fig. 11. 
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In practise it is not possible to determine the actual corrosion 

rate, iR, directly. This is because, during actual corrosion, the 

rate of emission of electrons by the iron is exactly equal to the 

rate of consumption of electrons by the oxygen or hydrogen ions 

and, therefore, there is no measurable net current. In order to 

obtain an estimate of the current, it is necessary to shift the 

potential away from the equilibrium, measure the resultant net 

current and extrapolate the data to the equilibrium potential. 

Experimentally, this is accomplished as illustrated schematically in 

Fig. 12. A steel rod is embedded in the cement, mortar or concrete, 

and is immersed in water and held at a constant electrochemical 

potential with respect to a reference electrode. The current flowing 

between the embedded steel (the working electrode) and an external 

steel plate (the counter electrode) is measured. The process is 

then repeated for different values of applied potential. What one 

actually measures is the net current (Ii 1-/i : ) shown as heavy 
1 a I c 

dashed lines in Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of electrochemical cell. 
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ELECTROCHEMICAL MEASURD1ENTS 

Two sets of rectangular mortar samples of each cement type were cast 

on 81.09.04 and were kept immersed in water. One set consisted of 

4 x 4 x 16 cm3 prisms in which are embedded single 8 mm~ mild steel 

electrodes as illustrated in Fig. 13. The second set had five electrodes, 

2 with 5 mm cover, 2 with 10 mm cover and 1 with 15 mm cover. During 

the hardening period of the samples, air tight, insulated tanks 

and the electronic potentiostatic control system were constructed. 

In order to simulate the anaerobic conditions which will prevail 

underground storage, after four months hardening, the samples were 

immersed in nitrogen saturated water in three different tanks at 

45 C. They were then held at -900 mV vs. standard calomel electrode 

(SCE) until the current flowing between the samples and an external 

steel counter electrode (Fig. 12) dropped to ~10-4 A/m 2 or, in some 

cases, even became anodic. This condition indicates the absence 

of oxygen in the cement. 

Fig. 13. Mortar sample for electrochemical measurements. A steel 
electrode with plastic end plates such as that shown in the lower 
part of the figure, is embedded in the mortar. 
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Potentiostatic polarization curves for each of the samples were then 

determined. The potential of the embedded electrodes was held con

stant with respect to the standard calomel reference electrode (SCE) 

for 24 hrs. and the current flowing between each sample and the 

counter electrode was measured. This procedure was repeated for po

tentials ranging from -1000 mV to +450 mV SCE. It should be noted 

that the currents were not completely stable after 24 hrs. but time 

did not permit a longer period for each value of potential and the 

data are considered reasonable for comparison of the two mortars. 

The polarization data for four of the single electrode samples of 

each mortar are plotted in Fig. 14. The remaining samples exhibited 

similar behaviour to that shown in the figure. 

After completion of the polarization curves, NaCl was added to one 

tank to give a 1 M solution and N2 was continued to be bubbled through 

the solution. The nitrogen was replaced by co2 in the second tank and 

by air in the third tank. The samples were then held at an anodic po

tential (+100 mV SCE) in order to accelerate corrosion initiation 

and the currents were monitored daily until the effects of Cl were 

detected as a sharp increase in corrosion current of the "Standard" 

samples (approximately 3-4 weeks). No change was detected in any of 

the "Massiv" samples at this time and there was no detectable effect 

of co2 or o2• A second polarization curve was then determined for 

each of the samples and the data for the single electrode samples 

are plotted in Figs. 15-17. The data for the five-electrode 

samples were similar but the scatter in the data for the "Standard" 

samples was greater, as illustrated in Fig. 18. 

For investigations at 35°c, six additional five-electrode samples of 

each mortar were cast, hardened for 11 weeks and then held at -900 

mV SCE under N2 saturated water at 35°C until the oxygen in the 

mortars had been cathodically reduced. Potentiostatic polarization 

curves were then determined and are plotted in Fig. 19. Two samples 

of each were then held in {a) deaerated 1 M NaCl, (b) aerated 1 M 

NaCl and (c) aerated water at +100 mV SCE and, after 2 months, polariza

tion curves were again determined, and are plotted in Figs. 23 and 24. 
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Fig. 14. Electrochemical potentiostatic polarization curves for 
single steel electrode samples in "Massiv" and "Standard" mortar 
samples in N2 saturated water at 45°c. 
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Fig. 15. Electrochemical potentiostatic polarization curves for 
single steel electrodes in Massiv and Standard mortars at 45°c. 
The dashed lines are for samples tested in N2 saturated water and 
the solid lines are for the same samples subsequently tested in 
Oi saturated water. 
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Fig. 16. Electrochemical potentiostatic polarization curves for 

single steel electrodes in "Massiv" and "Standard" mortars at 4s 0 c 
in C0:2 saturated water. 
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Fig. 18. Electrochemical potentiostatic polarization curves for five
electrode samples tested at 45°c in~ saturated water. Dashed curves 
are for "Standard" mortar with the following covers: (a) and (b) 5 mm, 
(c) and (d) 10 mm, (e) 15 mm. The solid lines are for "Hassiv" mortar 
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It is apparent from Figs. 14 and 19 that the passive behaviour of steel 

om deaerated "Massiv" mortar is quite different from that of steel in 

deaerated "Standard". Whereas the latter readily passivates with a 

passive current density of '\.,S.10- 4 A/m2 at 45°C and '\.,1.10- 4 A/m2 at 35°c, 

the electrodes in "Massiv" have a lower tendency to passivate and have 

a current density of '\.,5.10- 3 A/m2 at both 4~C and at 35°C. 

In view of the higher electrical resistivity, lower diffusion rates and 

finer pore structure of the "Massiv" cement, this behaviour is somewhat 

surprising but may be explained as follows. Under potential control, 

the potentiostat absorbs the electrons supplied by the first step in the 

corrosion reaction: 

The ferrous ions then react in a series of steps with the pore solution 

to form a passive film which is thought to eventually consist predomi

nantly of magnetite. In deaerated cement, one of the rate determining 

reactions in the passive film formation is: 

It is probable that the above reaction is restricted in "Hassiv" cement 

by the lower availability of hydroxyl ions. This could be due a reduc

tion in the concentration of Oli ions in the pore water by slag reaction 

with the alkalis and with Ca(OH)2. Longuet et al. 16 have, in fact, 

shown a reduction in OH- concentration in slag cements relative to that 

in OPC but the available OH- was more than adequate for passivation. 

However, the samples considered here were kept at elevated temperatu

res for long periods and the reaction rate of the slag may have been 

increased with a corresponding greater decrease in OH- content. 

An second possible explanation, however, is that the dense structure 

of the mortar limits the diffusion of hydroxyl ions to the steel/ceoent 

interface, thereby retarding the formation of the passive film. 
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Figure 15 shows that the passive current density of steel in aerated 

"Massiv" mortar is approximately five times lower than that of deaera

ted samples. This may be a real effect resulting from a more protec

tive passive film. It is, however, probably predominantly due to the 

cathodic reaction provided by the oxygen. Some of the electrons given 

up by the iron which, in deaerated cement, would all be registered 

as current in the measuring circuit, are absorbed by the reaction: 

+ 

Apart from this apparent reduction in passive current density, the be

haviour of the steel in "Mass iv" mortar is not affected by the oxygen 

or by the applied potential. The steel embedded in "Standard", on the 

other hand, began to corrode rapidly at potentials greater than 0.0 

mV SCE. 

Subsequent examination of the electrodes showed that crevice corrosion 

had been initiated in the steel/plastic interface, as illustrated in 

Fig. 20. Such corrosion also occurred in "Standard" samples exposed 

to C02 saturated water as is evident from the sudden increases in 

current densities in Fig. 16 and by the subsequent visual examination, 

Fig. 20. 

Fig. 20. Electrodes removed from "Standard" mortar after being held in 
(a) 02 saturated water and (b) Co 2 saturated water for 8 weeks. 
Note the crevice corrosion initiated at the interface between the steel 
and the plastic. 
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Most investigators who have studied the corrosion of steel in concrete 

have encountered this problem in laboratory samples and, although the 

electrode design used in this investigation has proved to be the best 

of the many tested, it is obviously imperfect. It should be noted, 

however, that none of the "Massiv" samples has shown any indication 

of this problem to date. Only one sample exposed to o2 or co2 has 

been sectioned as yet and there was no evidence of any corrosion. 

The remaining samples have not shown any sign of such corrosion as yet. 

The time of exposure of "Standard" samples to Cl ions before corrosion 

was detectable, was, as expected, dependent on the cover as shown in 

Fig. 21. 
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Fig. 21. The time of exposure to 1 M NaCl solution at 45°c and +100 

mV SCE before the onset of corrosion plotted as a function of mortar 

cover depth. 
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The corrosion in the five-electrode sample was so rapid that the mor

tar cracked before the polarization data was taken. The sample is 

shown in Fig. 22. One of the electrodes with S mm cover in the five

electrode "Massiv" sample also began to corrode after approximately 

3 weeks exposure to the chloride solution and is also shown in Fig. 22. 

The effect of the Cl ions on the electrochemical behaviour of single 

electrode samples is illustrated in Fig. 17. Whereas the steel in 

"Massiv" behaved as it did in anaerobic water, the steel embedded 

in "Standard" mortar rapidly began to corrode and its current density 

increased by >3 orders of magnitude. After completion of the polari

zation curves in Fig. 17, these samples were held at open circuit for 

two weeks and then again held at +100 mV SCE for four months. The 

current densities were then 4.0 and 100 A/m2 for the "Standard" samples 

and 2.0.10""" 3 and s.0.10-3 A/m2 for the "Massiv" samples. These values 

indicate that chloride induced corrosion continues in the "Standard" 

samples but was not initiated in the "Massiv" samples after five months' 

exposure to the NaCl solution and an impressed anodic potential. 

STANDARD 

" ... -
Fig. 22. Five-electrode samples of "Massiv" and "Standard" mortars after 
exposure to deaerated 1M NaCl solution at 4s0 c and +100 mV SCE for 4 weeks. 
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The effective diffusion coefficient, D, for chloride ions in "Stan

dard" mortar can be calculated using the approximation of Fick's 

second Law: 

X = 

where x is the distance the ions have diffused in time t. The data 

in Fig. 20 give a value of D = 260.10-13 m2/s. While this value falls 

within the range of data given in Table I for diffusion at 50 C, it 

probably represents a faster rate of diffusion because corrosion 

initiation is considered 17 to require a chloride concentration of 

the order of a few tenths a percent rather than the ppm levels de

tected in the diffusion experiment. Moreover, using the value of D 

from Table II and the above equation, chloride should not penetrate 

the 5 mm cover of the "Massiv" samples to a level of more than a 

few ppm within °'-00 days whereas, in fact, corrosion of one electrode 

began after only ~20 days. The apparent discrepancy may be due to 

cracks in the mortar or to a difference in the diffusion characte

ristics of mortar relative to paste. The most probable reason, how

ever, is the electric field introduced in the mortar by holding the 

electrode at an anodic potential. The negatively charged chloride 

ions would be attracted to the electrode by electrical forces in 

addition to the concentration gradient. 

The electrochemical behaviour of samples held at 35°c was similar to 

that of samples held at 45°C but the chloride-induced corrosion was 

slower. 

After two months in chloride solution at 35°C and +100 mV SCE some 

of the "Standard" samples had begun to corrode but several remained 

in the completely passive state, as indicated in Figs. 23 and 24. 

None of the "Massiv" samples had shown any indication of corrosion 

in this period. 
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Fig. 23. Electrochemical potentiostatic polarization curves for 
one five-electrode sample each of "Massiv" and "Standard" mortar 
in dearated NaCl solution at 35cc. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Although "Massiv" cement has a higher non-chemically bound (evapo

rable) water content than has "Standard" cement, the water is pre

sent in a much finer pore structure. The physically dense structure 

of "Massiv" cement results in (a) a much higher electrical resisti

vity than that of the "Standard" cement and (b) significantly lower 

diffusion rate for chloride ions. The diffusivity data also indicate 

that "Massiv" cement reacts with the chloride ions to a greater ex

tent than does the "Standard" cement. 

The electrochemical measurements reveal several differences between 

the two cements: 

(i) There is considerably less scatter in the data for "Massiv" samp

les than for "Standard" (or other cements that we have investigated). 

This presumably is also a result of the finer, more homogeneous struc

ture of the "Massiv" cement. 

(ii) In deaerated conditions, the steel embedded in "Massiv" mortar 

has a passive current density which is 10-100 times greater than that 

of steel in "Standard" mortar. This should not, however, be regarded 

as detrimental. It has the advantage that, in normal aerated struc

tures buried underground, the available oxygen will be cathodically 

reduced more rapidly in "Massiv" concrete than in "Standard" concrete. 

The corrosion potential of "Massiv" will, therefore, fall more rapid

ly to a low level characteristic of deaerated structures which is well 

below that at which chloride ions can cause pitting corrosion. 

(iii) The corrosion of steel in "Massiv" mortar is affected by the 

environment to a significantly lower extent than is steel in "Standard" 

mortar. Thus, while chloride ions rapidly initiate corrosion of the 

steel in "Standard" and give corrosion rates of 'vl-2 mm/yr. at a po

tential of +100 mV SCE, corrosion initiation is considerably slower 

in "Massiv" mortar and in that sample in which corrosion was initia

ted, the corrosion rate was 'v 0.3 mm/yr. This difference is illustra

ted in Fig. 21. Similarly, "Massiv" mortar has a lower tendency to al

low crevice corrosion: whereas such attack was observed in all "Stan

dard" electrodes exposed to 02 or co2 saturated water at 4SoC and 

+100 mV SCE, it has not yet been observed in any of the "Massiv" 

samples. 
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In summary, it may be concluded that, for underground structures, 

steel in "Massiv" concrete will achieve a low corrosion potential 

characteristic of deaerated concrete more rapidly than will steel 

in "Standard" concrete. While there are no exact limits for the 

chloride attack (pitting being a function of potential, concentra

tion and pH) it is not considered to be important at E<-300 mV SCE 
le 

in the high pH'solution existing in concrete. Consequently, it is 

not possible for chloride attack to occur at potentials low enough 

for hydrogen evolution at pressures >1 atm. (E<-1040 SCE). Thus, 

it is not possible to have chloride-initiated corrosion and corro

sion-induced hydrogen evolution simultaneously. However, on the basis of 

this short term investigation, and a survey of published data of 

steel in anaerobic concrete, it is not possible to predict the 

exact value of the potential that the steel will achieve over a 

very long period of time. 
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